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Highlights

• A novel similarity metric for multimodal group-
wise registration is proposed.

• The proposed method showed equivalent or im-
proved registration accuracy.

• Pairwise mutual information is outperformed in
terms of transitivity.
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Behaviour of entropy terms in

mutual information Summary of results on clinical data 
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Abstract

Image registration is an important task in medical image analysis. Whereas most methods are designed for
the registration of two images (pairwise registration), there is an increasing interest in simultaneously aligning
more than two images using groupwise registration. Multimodal registration in a groupwise setting remains
difficult, due to the lack of generally applicable similarity metrics. In this work, a novel similarity metric for
such groupwise registration problems is proposed. The metric calculates the sum of the conditional entropy
between each image in the group and a representative template image constructed iteratively using principal
component analysis. The proposed metric is validated in extensive experiments on synthetic and intrasubject
clinical image data. These experiments showed equivalent or improved registration accuracy compared to
other state-of-the-art (dis)similarity metrics and improved transformation consistency compared to pairwise
mutual information.

Keywords: groupwise image registration, multimodal, conditional entropy, principal component analysis,
mutual information

1. Introduction1

Biomedical image registration is the process of spa-2

tially aligning medical images, allowing for an ac-3

curate and quantitative comparison. An increasing4

number of image analysis tasks calls for the align-5

ment of multiple (more than two) images. Examples6

include the joint analysis of tissue properties using7

multi-parametric MRI (Huizinga et al., 2016; Wells8

et al., 2015), spatio-temporal motion estimation from9

∗Corresponding author
Email address: mpolflie@etrovub.be (Mathias Polfliet )

dynamic sequences (Metz et al., 2011; Vandemeule- 10

broucke et al., 2011), atlas construction (Fletcher 11

et al., 2009; Joshi et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2011) and 12

population analyses (Geng et al., 2009). 13

One approach to perform such a registration task 14

would be to take one image in the group as a refer- 15

ence and register all other images to this reference in 16

a pairwise manner. However, such an approach has 17

two distinct shortcomings. First, the choice of the 18

reference image inherently biases the resulting trans- 19

formations and subsequent data analysis towards the 20

chosen reference. Secondly, only a fraction of the to- 21

tal information available within the group of images 22
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is used in each pairwise registration, possibly leading23

to sub-optimal results.24

An alternative is to perform a groupwise registra-25

tion in which all transformations are optimized si-26

multaneously. Transformations are expressed with27

respect to a common reference space, thereby remov-28

ing the need for choosing a particular reference image,29

and the bias associated with that choice. Addition-30

ally, a global cost function simultaneously takes into31

account all information in the group of images. In32

this work we will address such groupwise similarity33

metrics for multimodal registration problems.34

Multimodal intensity-based pairwise registration35

is commonly solved using mutual information36

(MI) (Collignon et al., 1995; Viola and Wells III,37

1995; Wells et al., 1996), since it assumes a stochas-38

tic relationship between the two images to be regis-39

tered. Extending MI to groupwise registration leads40

to a high-dimensional joint probability density func-41

tion with an exponentially increasing number of his-42

togram bins. Sparsity becomes a major concern as43

the number of images grows larger and limits the ap-44

plication to small groups of images (Wachinger and45

Navab, 2013).46

A number of alternatives have been proposed to47

perform multimodal groupwise registration. Orchard48

and Mann (2010) proposed to use a Gaussian mixture49

model instead of histograms to approximate the joint50

probability density functions and Spiclin et al. (2012)51

approximated the joint probability density functions52

with a nonparametric approach based on a hierar-53

chical intensity-space subdivision scheme. However,54

both approaches remain limited by the sparsity in55

the joint intensity space and perform poorly for large56

groups of images.57

Alternatively, one could represent the intensities58

as a graph and relate the length of such a graph to59

the entropy of the images (Hero et al., 2002). Such60

an approach requires a computationally expensive61

optimization for the construction of the graph and62

is not continuously differentiable, making gradient-63

based optimization difficult.64

Zöllei et al. (2005) proposed the use of a voxelwise65

stack entropy. Herein, the intensities of all separate66

images in the group at a given sampled coordinate67

are grouped into a one-dimensional probability den-68

sity distribution. For each sampled coordinate, the 69

entropy is calculated and summed. However, for a 70

low number of images in the group, the probability 71

density functions are sparse which limits its use to 72

larger groups of images. 73

Wachinger et al. (2007) proposed to accumulate 74

all pairwise estimates of mutual information for all 75

possible pairs of images in the group under consid- 76

eration. Such an approach leads to a computation 77

time which is proportional to the square of the num- 78

ber of images, making its application to larger groups 79

of images increasingly difficult. 80

Joshi et al. (2004) developed an interesting metric 81

where the mean squared differences is used as a pair- 82

wise metric to compare every image in the group to 83

the average image. Herein the average image is up- 84

dated in each iteration. They applied the method to 85

monomodal brain atlas construction and it has also 86

been applied to thoracic 4D CT data (Metz et al., 87

2011) and 4D ultrasound of the liver (Vijayan et al., 88

2014). The approach carries a number of advan- 89

tages, such as the linear scaling of the computational 90

complexity with respect to the number of images in 91

the group and the possibility to parallelize the al- 92

gorithm, making it feasible for both small and large 93

groups of images. Bhatia et al. (2007) proposed to 94

use the normalized mutual information (Studholme 95

et al., 1999) as a pairwise similarity metric and the 96

average image as a template image on monomodal 97

intersubject data. The metric was termed the av- 98

erage normalized mutual information and has been 99

used (together with the average mutual information) 100

in subsequent literature as a metric for multimodal 101

groupwise registrations (Ceranka et al., 2017; Hallack 102

et al., 2014; Huizinga et al., 2016; Polfliet et al., 2016, 103

2017). However, the use of the average image as the 104

template image might not be appropriate in multi- 105

modal data with intensities of varying scales, ranges 106

and contrast. 107

In this work a novel similarity metric, the condi- 108

tional template entropy (CTE), is introduced for mul- 109

timodal groupwise registration based on this principle 110

of pairwise similarity with respect to a template im- 111

age. Following the original formulation by Joshi et al. 112

(2004), we first design a suitable pairwise metric to 113

be used in the comparison of the template image and 114
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every image in the group. Afterwards we investigate115

the use of a template image based on principal com-116

ponent analysis.117

Given the linear scaling of the computational com-118

plexity, the metric can be applied to a wide range of119

intrasubject multimodal groupwise registration prob-120

lems, for both small and large groups of images, and121

can be used as a general purpose metric. The pro-122

posed metric is validated in extensive experiments on123

synthetic and intrasubject clinical data, demonstrat-124

ing equivalent or improved registration accuracy com-125

pared to other state-of-the-art methods and improved126

transformation consistency compared to pairwise MI.127

2. Materials and Methods128

2.1. Pairwise Registration129

In pairwise registration, a target (moving, floating)130

image IT is registered to a reference (fixed, source)131

image IR. The transformation Tθ, parameterized by132

θ, needs to be determined that maps coordinates133

from the reference image domain to the target image134

domain (Fig. 1(a)). The registration can be defined135

as an optimization problem136

θ̂ = arg min
θ
C (IR, IT ◦ Tθ) . (1)

Here, C is the cost function or objective value of the137

registration problem, which is often represented as138

a weighted sum of a dissimilarity metric, D, and a139

regularization term, R, such that140

C = D + λR , (2)

in which λ is the weight for the regularization.141

2.2. Mutual information142

In the pairwise approach, mutual information (MI)143

(Collignon et al., 1995; Viola and Wells III, 1995;144

Wells et al., 1996) is defined as a similarity metric145

(S = −D)146

SMI (IR, IT ◦ Tθ) =

H (IR) +H (IT ◦ Tθ)−H (IR, IT ◦ Tθ) . (3)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Graphical illustration for (a) pairwise registration
(b) groupwise registration

Here, H(·) and H(·, ·) refer to, respectively, the 147

marginal and joint entropy of the marginal and joint 148

intensity distributions, often calculated via normal- 149

ized histograms. In Eq. (3), the first term expresses 150

the complexity of the reference image and the sec- 151

ond term is the entropy of the target image mapped 152

onto the reference, which favors transformations that 153

map onto complex parts of the target image. The 154

final term expresses the complexity of the shared or 155

common relationship between the reference and tar- 156

get image. It is maximized when the (statistical or 157

stochastic) relationship is stronger and thus less com- 158

plex (Wells et al., 1996). 159

Following Maes et al. (1997), MI can be rewritten 160

in terms of the conditional entropy (CE) 161

SMI (IR, IT ◦ Tθ) = H (IR)−H (IR|IT ◦ Tθ) . (4)

The conditional entropy H (A|B) describes the 162

amount of information that remains in a random vari- 163

able A once the random variable B is known. With 164

the entropy of the reference image being independent 165

of the transformation parameters, maximization of 166
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the negated conditional entropy and maximization of167

the mutual information lead to equivalent solutions168

of the registration problem.169

2.3. Groupwise registration170

In groupwise registration we consider a group of n171

images for which the transformations to a common172

reference frame are unknown. We can consider the173

following optimization problem to determine these174

transformations:175

µ̂ = arg min
µ
C (I1 ◦ Tµ1

, . . . , In ◦ Tµn
) , (5)

where Tµi
is the transformation, parameterized by176

µi, that maps the coordinates from the common177

reference domain to the domain of the ith image178

(Fig. 1(b)). µ is the vector formed by the concate-179

nation of all separate transformation parameters µi,180

and Ii is the continuous intensity function of the ith181

image.182

2.4. Template construction183

Joshi et al. (2004) proposed the following formula-184

tion for monomodal groupwise registration, in which185

both the transformation parameters and a template186

image are optimized187

µ̂, Ĵ =arg min
µ,J

1

n|S|
n∑

i=1

∑

x∈S
(Ii ◦ Tµi

(x)− J (x))
2
,

(6)

with J the continuous intensity function of a tem-188

plate image, x the coordinate samples drawn from189

the image and S the set of these samples. The tem-190

plate image can be interpreted as being the image191

that is most similar to the other images in the group192

in terms of the mean squared differences. For a given193

value of the transform parameters, the optimization194

with respect to the template image J was solved an-195

alytically to be the average image196

J (x) = Iµ (x) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

Ii ◦ Tµi (x) . (7)

As such, the registration problem in Joshi et al. 197

(2004) is reduced to 198

µ̂ = arg min
µ

1

n|S|
n∑

i=1

∑

x∈S

(
Ii ◦ Tµi (x)− Iµ (x)

)2
.

(8)

2.5. The conditional template entropy 199

In this work, a novel similarity metric for multi- 200

modal groupwise registration is proposed, based on 201

this paradigm in which similarity of the group of im- 202

ages is measured with respect to an iteratively up- 203

dated template image. Considering the interpreta- 204

tion of the entropy terms given in Section 2.2, we 205

propose to measure similarity using the negated joint 206

entropy of each image in the group with the tem- 207

plate image, favoring transformations for which the 208

template explains the group of images well; and the 209

marginal entropies of each image in the group, en- 210

couraging transformations that map onto complex 211

parts of the images in the group. Note that this is 212

equivalent to a formulation based on the conditional 213

entropy: 214

µ̂, Ĵ = arg max
µ,J

1

n

n∑

i=1

H (Ii ◦ Tµi
)−H (J, Ii ◦ Tµi

)

= arg max
µ,J
− 1

n

n∑

i=1

H (J |Ii ◦ Tµi
) .

(9)

Observing the resulting metric, one can notice the 215

resemblance with a formulation based on mutual in- 216

formation. The difference lies in the absence of the 217

marginal entropy of the template image, H(J). As 218

we will demonstrate, this term counteracts the align- 219

ment of the group of images. A representative tem- 220

plate image is likely to grow sharper when converging 221

towards the optimal registration solution, leading to 222

a reduced complexity of its intensity distribution and 223

a decrease in the marginal entropy, which is oppo- 224

site of the desired optimization behavior. The pro- 225

posed method based on conditional entropy as shown 226

in Eq. (9) eliminates this problem. 227
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To find the appropriate template image, we revisit228

Eq. (6) where the template image could be obtained229

analytically as the average image. Unfortunately,230

Eq. (9) cannot be solved analytically with respect231

to the template image, J , for a given set of transfor-232

mations if the trivial solution of a constant template233

image with a single intensity is excluded. Hypotheti-234

cally, one could set up an optimization scheme where235

the template image is predefined by a functional re-236

lationship and weights corresponding to the images237

in the group. Herein, the optimization of the trans-238

formation parameters could be alternated with the239

optimization of the weights for the template image.240

Such nested optimization is error-prone and costly,241

and undesirable in this context.242

Alternatively, instead of maximizing Eq. (9), we243

propose a more pragmatic approach which maximizes244

the variance in the template image. By defining J as245

the linear combination of the images in the group,246

principal component analysis (PCA) can be used to247

find the weights associated to the images. This has248

previously been shown to reduce the noise due to mo-249

tion in the template image (Melbourne et al., 2007).250

Additionally, negatively correlated intensities can be251

accounted for to increase the contrast in the template252

image, instead of decreasing the contrast as might be253

the case for simple intensity averaging.254

PCA defines a linear transformation from a given255

high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional sub-256

space whilst retaining as much variance as possible.257

In this work, PCA is performed with each sampled258

coordinate as a separate observation and the differ-259

ent images in the group corresponding to different260

features. The transformation to the 1-dimensional261

subspace along which the most variance is observed,262

is given by the eigenvector associated with the largest263

eigenvalue. As such, the elements of this eigenvector264

can serve as the weights for the construction of the265

template image.266

J (x) = IPCAµ (x) =
n∑

i=1

vi,µ Ii ◦ Tµi
(x) . (10)

Here, vµ is the eigenvector associated with the largest267

eigenvalue and the subscript µ is added to show its268

dependence on the transformation parameters. This269

template image, based on the principal component of 270

the PCA, will hereafter be referred to as the principal 271

component image. 272

Combining(9) and (10) leads to a novel similar- 273

ity metric, the conditional template entropy (CTE), 274

where similarity is expressed as the sum of the condi- 275

tional entropy between every image in the group and 276

the principal component image: 277

SCTE (I1 ◦ Tµ1 , . . . , In ◦ Tµn)

= − 1

n

n∑

i=1

H
(
IPCAµ |Ii ◦ Tµi

)
.

(11)

2.6. Optimization 278

The proposed metric was implemented as part of 279

the software package elastix (Klein et al., 2010) and 280

is publicly available. An adaptive stochastic gradi- 281

ent descent was employed to minimize the cost func- 282

tion (Klein et al., 2009). As such, the negated form 283

of Eq. (11) is used, to allow a minimization to take 284

place. The derivative of the proposed metric with re- 285

spect to µ was determined following the approach 286

of Thévenaz and Unser (2000) in which B-splines 287

were used as a Parzen windowing function such that 288

the joint probability density functions pi between the 289

template image and the ith image in the group be- 290

come 291

pi (ι, κ;µ) = α
∑

x

[
βm

(
ι

εPCA
− IPCAµ (x)

εPCA

)

βm
(
κ

εi
− Ii (Tµi

(x))

εi

)]
.

(12)

Here, α is a normalization factor to obtain a density 292

function, ε is related to the width of the histogram 293

bin and βm is a B-spline function of the order of m. ι 294

and κ are the discretized intensities corresponding to 295

the template image and images in the group, respec- 296

tively. With B-splines fulfilling the partition of unity 297

constraint (Thévenaz and Unser, 2000), we have 298

∑

ι∈LPCA

∑

κ∈Li

∂pi (ι, κ;µ)

∂µ
= 0 ∀i , (13)
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where LPCA and Li are the discrete sets of intensities299

associated with the principal component and the ith300

image. This leads to301

∂SCTE
∂µ

=

− 1

n

n∑

i=1

∑

ι∈LPCA

∑

κ∈Li

∂pi (ι, κ;µ)

∂µ
log

pi (ι, κ;µ)

pIi (κ;µ)

(14)

With pIi (κ;µi) the probability density function of302

the ith image. In Appendix A the derivative of the303

principal component image with respect to the trans-304

formation parameters is given.305

2.7. Transformation degeneracy306

Given the degeneracy of estimating n transforma-307

tions for n images with an arbitrary global trans-308

formation, we chose to constrain our transformation309

following Bhatia et al. (2004) with310

1

n

n∑

i=1

Tµi
(x) = x, ∀x , (15)

i.e the sum of all transformations is the identity, ef-311

fectively registering the group of images to the mean312

space. With Rosen’s Gradient Projection Method313

(Luenberger, 1973) this is solved by setting314

∂C
∂µi

′
=

∂C
∂µi
− 1

n

n∑

j=1

∂C
∂µj

. (16)

and using this projected gradient in the stochastic315

gradient descent optimization.316

2.8. Regularization317

Following Geng et al. (2009) we used a groupwise318

regularization term, the groupwise bending energy319

(GBE)320

RGBE (Tµ1
, . . . , Tµn

) =

1

|S|
∑

x∈S

1

n

n∑

i=1

d∑

l,m=1

∣∣∣
∣∣∣∂

2Tµi(x)

∂xl∂xm

∣∣∣
∣∣∣
2

.
(17)

Herein, d is the spatial dimension of the images. Reg-321

ularization was performed in all clinical experiments322

with a deformable transformation model.323

3. Data and Experiments 324

A total of six experiments were conducted with two 325

on synthetic data and four on clinical intrasubject 326

data. Herein, the proposed conditional template en- 327

tropy (SCTE) was compared to the average mutual 328

information (SAMI) 329

SAMI (I1 ◦ Tµ1
, . . . , In ◦ Tµn

)

=
1

n

n∑

i=1

[
H
(
Iµ
)

+H (Ii ◦ Tµi)

−H
(
Iµ, Ii ◦ Tµi

) ]
.

(18)

Furthermore, two auxiliary similarity metrics were 330

implemented to investigate complementary advan- 331

tages of the proposed methodology, respectively the 332

advantage of using the conditional entropy (SCE) and 333

the advantage of using the principal component im- 334

age (SPC). 335

SCE (I1 ◦ Tµ1
, . . . , In ◦ Tµn

)

= − 1

n

n∑

i=1

H
(
Iµ|Ii ◦ Tµi

)
,

(19)

336

SPC (I1 ◦ Tµ1
, . . . , In ◦ Tµn

)

=
1

n

n∑

i=1

[
H
(
IPCAµ

)
+H (Ii ◦ Tµi)

−H
(
IPCAµ , Ii ◦ Tµi

) ]
.

(20)

For the clinical data, the four previously discussed 337

groupwise similarity metrics were used in addition to 338

the PCA2 metric proposed in Huizinga et al. (2016) 339

and pairwise MI (Eq. 3) as a baseline for comparison. 340

PCA2 was proposed for the registration of images for 341

which the intensity distribution could be represented 342

into a low-dimensional subspace and is given as 343

DPCA2 (I1 ◦ Tµ1 , . . . , In ◦ Tµn)

=
n∑

i=1

iλi .
(21)

Herein, λi refers to the ith eigenvalue of the correla- 344

tion matrix of the images in the group. In Huizinga 345

6
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et al. (2016) it was subsequently validated on346

monomodal and quantitative MRI image data for347

which such a low-dimensional subspace exists. PCA2348

can be thus considered as a specialist metric specif-349

ically designed to register such images. To demon-350

strate the more generic nature of the proposed351

methodology, CTE was compared to PCA2 for both352

quantitative MRI and multimodal image data.353

All registrations were performed in an intrasubject354

manner and the images were normalized by z-scoring355

to allow for a fair comparison to the similarity met-356

rics employing the average image. In the pairwise357

registration of a group of images, one image (the first358

in the sequence) was chosen as a reference to which359

all others were mapped. Note that other strategies360

for choosing the reference image in pairwise registra-361

tions for a group exist, such as the pre-contrast im-362

age in dynamic contrast enhanced sequences (Kim363

et al., 2011), the end-expiration in 4D CT (Saito364

et al., 2009) or the mid-way image in computational365

anatomy (Reuter et al., 2010).366

As the optimization strategy, interpolation algo-367

rithm, random sampler and transformation model is368

equivalent for all (dis)similarity metrics, any differ-369

ence in results can be solely attributed to the use of370

a different dissimilarity metric.371

The proposed methods were validated with two val-372

idation criteria. First, the groupwise target registra-373

tion error (gTRE)374

gTRE (µ) =
1

n

n∑

i 6=r

1

|Pi|

|Pi|∑

j

||Ti,r (pi,j)− pr,j || (22)

was used as a measure for the accuracy of the reg-375

istration with ground truth annotations of certain376

anatomical landmarks in the images. In Eq. (22)377

r is the index of the reference image, Pi the collec-378

tion of landmarks in the ith image, Ti,r the trans-379

formation that maps the coordinates from the ith380

image to the reference image and pi,j the jth land-381

mark from the ith image. In a groupwise setting Ti,r382

was determined through the composition of the for-383

ward transformation, that maps the coordinates from384

the common reference space to the reference image,385

with the inverse transformation, that maps the coor-386

dinates from the ith image to the common reference387

Figure 2: Composition of Tµr and T −1
µi

to obtain Ti,r

space: Ti,r = Tµr
◦ T −1µi

(Fig. 2) (Metz et al., 2011). 388

To allow for a fair comparison between pairwise and 389

groupwise registrations, all validation measurements 390

were performed in the same reference space, i.e. the 391

same image which was chosen as a reference in the 392

pairwise registrations. 393

Secondly, we computed the transitivity error 394

(Christensen et al., 2006; Metz et al., 2011) to assess 395

the quality of the transformation 396

Tra (µ) =
1

|S|
∑

x∈S

n∑

i

n∑

l 6=i
||Ti,r (x)− Ti,l (Tl,r (x)) || .

(23)
The transitivity error measures the transitive prop- 397

erty of the transformations in a group of images and 398

can be interpreted as a measure for the consistency 399

of the transformations in a groupwise setting. For 400

pairwise registration the use of different reference 401

images is required to measure the transitivity and 402

the bias associated with the choice will influence the 403

results, whereas in groupwise registration, all trans- 404

formations are estimated simultaneously and are in- 405

herently transitive (when the inverse transformation 406

is available). As the inverse is approximated itera- 407

tively and the source for the transitivity error in the 408

groupwise methods, no comparisons are made among 409

the groupwise metrics based on the transitivity er- 410

ror. The maximum transitivity error of the groupwise 411

methods is reported and compared to the transitivity 412

error of the pairwise method. 413

The cost function hyperparameters (the number of 414

histogram bins and regularization weight) were cho- 415

sen such that they optimized the mean gTRE per 416
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dataset. The different regularization weights are re-417

ported in Table 1. Due to the arbitrary sign of the418

projection vector for the principal component image,419

the number of histogram bins (used to calulate the420

entropy) are at least doubled compared to the num-421

ber of histogram bins in registrations using the av-422

erage image. Other optimization hyperparameters423

such as the spatial samples in the stochastic opti-424

mizer and the number of iterations were set to their425

default value. All registration hyperparameters in426

pairwise registrations were kept equal to those in the427

groupwise approach.428

Results for the gTRE were compared in a pair-429

wise manner among all similarity metrics (totaling430

64 comparisons). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was431

used for significance testing at a significance level of432

0.05 adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multi-433

ple comparisons.434

3.1. Black&White435

To illustrate the effect the entropy term of the tem-436

plate image has on the optimization, an experiment437

was performed on synthetic data. Eleven identical438

black-and-white images were progressively and simul-439

taneously translated along the horizontal axis and the440

similarity metric values were computed. A mask was441

used to keep the sampling domain constant. Fig. 3442

shows a single black-and-white image and the aver-443

age image of the group of images when they are at444

maximal displacement (15 mm).445

3.2. Multimodal Cubes446

To further investigate registration accuracy, 100447

registrations were performed on a group of six im-448

ages (256 × 256 × 256 voxels) each containing two449

cubes, one surrounding the other. The intensities of450

the cubes and the backgrounds were set at random451

intensities to simulate a multimodal setting (Fig. 4).452

For each group of images a random set of deformable453

transformations was generated with a grid spacing of454

8×8×8 voxels. The gTRE of the corners of the cubes455

was used to quantify the registration accuracy.456

Figure 3: (a) A single black-and-white image (b) Average im-
age of the group at their maximal misalignment.

3.3. Thoracic 4D CT 457

Thoracic 4D CT data (Fig. 5) was taken from 458

the publicly available POPI and DIR-LAB datasets 459

which include, respectively, 6 and 10 sequences of 10 460

respiratory phases each (Castillo et al., 2009; Vande- 461

meulebroucke et al., 2011). Thoracic 4D CT data is 462

often considered as monomodal data. However, mi- 463

nor intensity changes can occur due to changes in 464

the voxel density in the lungs associated with the in- 465

halation and exhalation of air (Sarrut et al., 2006) 466

leading several authors to employ adapted or multi- 467

modal metrics for lung registration (Murphy et al., 468

2011). 469

The POPI dataset contains three patients with 100 470

manually identified landmarks in the lungs for every 471

breathing phase and three patients with 100 land- 472

marks in end-inspiration and end-expiration phases 473

with an inter-rater error of 0.5±0.9 mm. In the DIR- 474

LAB dataset, all patients have 300 landmarks in the 475

lungs for the inspiration and expiration phases and 476

75 in the four phases in between and an intra-rater 477

error between 0.70 and 1.13 mm. Accuracy of the 478

registration was determined using the gTRE with re- 479

spect to the inspiration phase, the first image in the 480

dynamic series. 481

A deformable registration was performed using cu- 482

bic B-splines with a final grid spacing of 12.0 mm. 483

Lung masks were used and obtained following Van- 484

8
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 5: (a - c) Three of the ten phases used in the Thoracic 4D CT experiment. The images differ mainly in the position of the
diaphragm and structures in the lungs due to breathing. (d) The average image at misalignment. (e) The principal component
at misalignment. (f) Absolute difference image of the average and principal component image. Note that the largest differences
occur in regions where motion is present (i.e. the diaphragm), indicated by red arrows. The image contrast is optimized for
the range of intensities present in each individual image.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 6: (a-c)Three of the five images used in the Carotid MR experiment. (d) The average image at misalignment. (e)
The principal component at misalignment. (f) Absolute difference image of the average and principal component image. Note
that the largest differences occur either at borders of structures due to motion, indicated by red arrows, or in homogeneous
regions due to the multimodal nature of the data, indicated by a green arrow. The image contrast is optimized for the range
of intensities present in each individual image.

Figure 7: (a) CT image, (b) MR-T1 image and (c) MR-T2 image used in the Head&Neck experiment.
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Table 1: The regularization weights used for each metric and clinical dataset.

Thoracic 4D CT Carotid MR Head&Neck RIRE

PCA2 500 100 2×106 -
MI 0.02 50 100 -
AMI 0.05 100 2000 -
PC 0.2 100 2000 -
CE 0.01 100 5000 -
CTE 0.2 100 5000 -

Table 2: Summary of the registration parameters used in the experiments. Two values are reported for the number of histogram
bins, separated by a forward slash. The first value reflects the number of bins used in pairwise registration and groupwise
registrations based on the average image. The second value gives the number of bins used in groupwise registrations based
on the principal component image. Values separated with a backward slash indicate multiple settings within the applied
optimization strategy.

Dataset Histogram bins Resolutions Grid spacing Spatial samples Iterations

Multimodal Cubes 32/96 2 6.0 2048 2000
Thoracic 4D CT 48/96 4 12.0 2048 2000\4000
Carotid MR 48/128 2 8.0 2048 2000
Head&Neck 64/144 2 64.0 2048 2000
RIRE 48/128 5\2 - 2048 2000

demeulebroucke et al. (2012). For each resolution485

level 2000 iterations were performed, except for the486

last resolution where 4000 iterations were allowed.487

3.4. Carotid MR488

MR image sequences were acquired of the carotid489

artery by Coolen et al. (2015). The acquisitions were490

performed with a gradient echo MRI sequence for dif-491

ferent flip angles and TE preparation times (Fig. 6).492

Each sequence consisted of five images and was per-493

formed for eight patients. The bifurcation of both494

carotid arteries was identified for each patient and495

consequently used as a landmark in the validation of496

the registration.497

For this data we performed a deformable registra-498

tion with cubic B-splines and a final grid spacing of499

8.0 mm. van ’t Klooster et al. (2013) has shown that a500

deformable registration is needed in such acquisitions501

of the carotid arteries. Masks around the carotid ar-502

teries were used as region of interest for registration.503

3.5. Head&Neck 504

As part of radiotherapy planning, 22 patients un- 505

derwent a CT, MR-T1 and MR-T2 imaging protocol 506

of the head and neck region (Fortunati et al., 2014, 507

2015; Verhaart et al., 2014)(Fig. 7). In each acquisi- 508

tion between 15 to 21 landmarks were used to quan- 509

tify the registration accuracy in terms of gTRE. The 510

intra-rater variability of the landmarks was approxi- 511

mately 1mm. 512

Prior to registration, all images were resampled to 513

the smallest voxel spacing present in the group of 514

images. A deformable transformation was used in 515

two resolution levels using cubic B-splines with a final 516

grid spacing of 64.0 mm, as suggested by Fortunati 517

et al. (2014). 518

3.6. RIRE 519

The RIRE database (West et al., 1997) includes 18 520

patients with up to five different imaging modalities 521

of the brain (Fig. 8). All 18 patients had at least three 522
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experiment.
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Figure 9: Results for the Black&White experiment where 11 black-and-white images were progressively and simultaneously
translated. (a) The metric values. (b) The average of the entropies of the images in the group. (c) The entropy of the template
image. (d) The average of the joint entropies.

of the following modalities available: CT, PET, MR-523

T1, MR-T2, MR-PD. Fiducial markers and a stereo-524

tactic frame were used to determine the ground truth525

transformations for CT to MR and PET to MR. Four526

to ten landmarks were available for each patient as527

a ground truth for the registrations and their target528

registration error was computed through the webform529

of the RIRE project, where rigid displacements be-530

tween acquisitions were assumed.531

To increase the robustness of the optimization, a532

two-step approach is used. First, a translation is533

optimized and used as an initialization for a second534

full rigid transformation with three translational and535

three rotational degrees of freedom. The registration536

was performed with five and two resolution levels,537

respectively. Similar to the Head&Neck dataset, pre-538

processing was performed by resampling the images539

in the group to the smallest voxel spacing.540

The registration hyperparameters for the different 541

experiments are summarized in Table 2. 542

4. Results 543

4.1. Synthetic Data 544

The behavior of the metric value and its sepa- 545

rate components in the Black&White experiment are 546

shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the translation. The 547

Black&White experiment shows that the metric be- 548

havior of SAMI and SPC is equal to the behavior of 549

the entropy of the images in the group. The contribu- 550

tion of the entropy of the template image completely 551

cancels out the contribution of the joint entropy in 552

SAMI and SPC as can be seen in Fig. 9(c-d). The re- 553

sulting optimization is only driven by the complexity 554

of the images in the group and not by their shared 555

relationship. 556
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Figure 10: Boxplots for the results of the Multimodal Cubes
experiment. Significant differences between two methods are
indicated with black bars below the boxplots.

The results for the Multimodal Cubes experiment557

are shown in Fig. 10. When comparing the similar-558

ity metrics, SCTE (1.71±0.11 mm) significantly out-559

performed all other entropy-based groupwise metrics560

(2.80±0.32 mm, 2.73±0.34 mm and 1.74±0.11 for561

SAMI , SPC and SCE respectively).562

4.2. Clinical Data563

Results for the gTRE in experiments on clinical564

data are visualized with boxplots in Fig. 11&12.565

For the experiments on the Thoracic 4D CT and566

Carotid MR datasets (Fig. 11), no statistically sig-567

nificant differences were observed in terms of gTRE568

for the investigated information-based metrics.569

In the Head&Neck experiment (Fig. 12) the best570

results are achieved by SCTE with a gTRE of 2.74±571

1.17mm performing significantly better compared to572

SAMI , SPC and DPCA2.573

Pairwise SMI performed best in the RIRE experi-574

ment (Fig. 12) with a gTRE of 2.29±0.72mm (SCTE ,575

2.33 ± 0.57mm), but no significant differences were576

found compared to the other entropy-based metrics.577

DPCA2 performs worst, with the differences being578

statistically significant. A group of images was found579

to be misregistered following Tomaževič et al. (2012) 580

when the gTRE is larger than the largest voxel spac- 581

ing in the images. No misregistrations were obtained 582

for SCTE , SCE and SMI whereas SAMI and SPC mis- 583

registered two patients and DPCA2 misregistered 14 584

patients. 585

In all four experiments on clinical data, pairwise 586

MI performed worst in terms of transitivity, whereas 587

the transitivity error for groupwise metrics reduced 588

to (close to) zero (Table 3). 589

In Table 4, the values are given for the average 590

runtime of the experiments performed in this work. 591

The use of the conditional entropy does not induce an 592

extra computational burden, whereas the use of the 593

principal component images does. This discrepancy 594

originates from an additional loop over the sampled 595

coordinates, needed to perform the PCA and deter- 596

mine the weights of the eigenvector. Note that for 597

more complex registrations with a regularizer, the 598

additional computation time is relatively small com- 599

pared to the total cost. 600

5. Discussion 601

Results on the Thoracic 4D-CT and Carotid MR 602

dataset showed equivalent performance of the pro- 603

posed methodology compared to other state-of-the- 604

art methods in terms of registration accuracy. 605

The results for the Multimodal Cubes, Head&Neck 606

and RIRE results were consistent. In all three 607

datasets the accuracy improved for the proposed for- 608

mulation compared to SAMI , and the improvement 609

was found to be statistically significant in the former 610

two experiments. Throughout these experiments the 611

behavior of the auxiliary metrics SCE and SPC was 612

also consistent. Using the conditional entropy instead 613

of mutual information led to a large improvement, 614

while using the principal component image improved 615

the accuracy modestly. The combination of both con- 616

tributions led to the best results in all three experi- 617

ments compared to other groupwise metrics. As ex- 618

pected, the PCA2 metric performed poorly in mul- 619

timodal registrations where a quantitative model or 620

low-dimensional subspace is not available. 621

In all experiments based on clinical data, the tran- 622

sitivity of the resulting transformations was com- 623
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Figure 11: Boxplots for the results of the Thoracic 4DCT and Carotid MR experiment. Significant differences between two
methods are indicated with black bars below the boxplots.
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Figure 12: Boxplots for the results of the Head&Neck and RIRE experiment. Significant differences between two methods are
indicated with black bars above the boxplots. Note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis.

Figure 13: (a) CT image, (b) MR-PD image, (c) MR-T1 image, (d) MR-T2 image, (e) PET image, (f) average image and (g)
principal component image when only the subregion of the ventricles is sampled for the RIRE experiment.
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Table 3: Average transitivity errors for the clinical datasets. For the groupwise approaches, the maximum average transitivity
error among all groupwise methods is reported. The values are given in mm.

Thoracic 4D CT Carotid MR Head&Neck RIRE

MI 5.65× 10−1 2.68× 10−1 2.14 1.47
Groupwise
approaches

< 3.39× 10−2 < 7.66× 10−3 < 1.85× 10−2 0

Table 4: Average runtime for the registrations in the different experiments. The values are given in minutes.

Multimodal Cubes Thoracic 4D CT Carotid MR Head&Neck RIRE

PCA2 - 212 28 20 4
AMI 22 238 31 23 7
CE 22 252 31 23 7
PC 26 248 36 36 54
CTE 26 276 36 36 55

pared to SMI for groupwise approaches. These re-624

sults emphasize the added value of the implicit ref-625

erence space in multimodal groupwise registration.626

Whereas a pairwise approach has to perform two sep-627

arate registrations with different reference images to628

obtain a concatenated transformation, in a group-629

wise approach all transformations are evaluated si-630

multaneously and with a substantially lower transi-631

tivity error. These results are consistent with previ-632

ous findings in monomodal data (Geng et al., 2009;633

Metz et al., 2011).634

In summary, for experiments based on images635

where no or modest changes in intensity distribu-636

tions are present (‘Thoracic 4D-CT’ and ‘Carotid637

MR’), CTE showed comparable performance to pre-638

viously proposed groupwise methods and pairwise639

MI. In experiments with strongly varying intensity640

distributions (‘Multimodal Cubes’, ‘Head&Neck’ and641

‘RIRE’), CTE showed superior performance to pre-642

viously proposed groupwise methods and performed643

on par to pairwise MI, with little to no transitivity644

error.645

Fig. 5(f) and 6(f) highlight the differences in the646

average and principal component images. Herein, the647

absolute difference image between the average and648

principal component image is given in the ‘Thoracic649

4D CT’ and ‘Carotid MR’ dataset, respectively, for 650

a single patient. Herein, the largest differences occur 651

in regions where the motion is greatest near moving 652

structures or edges. This is consistent with previous 653

work, where the principal component image was used 654

to separate motion present in the images (Feng et al., 655

2016; Hamy et al., 2014; Melbourne et al., 2007). For 656

multimodal registrations, the benefit of PCA over av- 657

eraging can be seen by considering cases in which 658

images with an inverted intensity profile are merged 659

into the template image, as shown in Fig. 4(g-h) and 660

Fig. 13. For the ‘Multimodal Cubes’ experiment, 661

PCA lead to an increase of the contrast-to-noise ra- 662

tio from 7.4 to 32.5 compared to simple averaging. 663

Fig. 13 shows the average and principal component 664

image when applied to the ventricles for an arbitrary 665

patient in the RIRE dataset. With the T2 modal- 666

ity having an inverted intensity profile, the principal 667

component image is able to retain the contrast in the 668

template image. In the average image the intensities 669

cancel out and the ventricles are poorly visible. 670

Two limitations should be stated with respect to 671

current work. Firstly, only intrasubject data has 672

been employed. Intersubject data is characterized by 673

greater variability of intensity profiles and morphol- 674

ogy, and has been reported to considerably increase 675
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the complexity of groupwise registration (Hamm676

et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2009). It remains to be ver-677

ified how CTE would perform when confronted with678

such data.679

Secondly, in this work a methodology was used680

where the images are deformed and compared to681

the template image in the implicit reference system.682

However, previous work has shown that deforming683

the template image to the images in the group suits684

a generative model better (Allassonnière et al., 2007;685

Ma et al., 2008). In methodologies where the tem-686

plate is deformed to the images in the group, no need687

exists to constrain the transformations to the aver-688

age deformation space (Eq. 16). This was shown to689

be advantageous, as such constraints could exclude690

some legitimate results (Aganj et al., 2017). We ex-691

pect the proposed metric to perform equally well in692

such frameworks as it is independent of the transfor-693

mations that were used.694

6. Conclusion695

In this work we proposed a novel similarity metric696

for intrasubject multimodal groupwise registration,697

the conditional template entropy. The proposed met-698

ric was evaluated in experiments based on synthetic699

and clinical intrasubject data and showed equivalent700

or improved registration accuracy compared to other701

state-of-the-art (dis)similarity metrics and improved702

transformation consistency compared to pairwise mu-703

tual information. These improvements were achieved704

mainly by the use of the conditional entropy, whereas705

the use of the principal component image contributed706

modestly in our experiments.707
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Appendix A. Derivative of principal compo- 719

nent image 720

We determined the derivative of the principal com- 721

ponent image with respect to the transformation pa- 722

rameters. The principal component image is given by 723

Eq. (10) and repeated here 724

IPCAµ (x) =
n∑

i=1

vi,µ Ii ◦ Tµi
(x) = vTµI (x) . (A.1)

Herein, I (x) is the column vector representing all 725

image intensities across the group for a given sampled 726

coordinate. The derivative becomes 727

∂IPCAµ (x)

∂µ
=
∂vTµ
∂µ

I (x) + vTµ
∂I (x)

∂µ
, (A.2)

Following de Leeuw (2007) for the derivative of an 728

eigenvector: 729

∂vµ
∂µ

= − (C − eI)
+ ∂C

∂µ
vi,µ , (A.3)

with C the correlation matrix of the intensities, sim- 730

ilar to Huizinga et al. (2016), I the identity matrix, e 731

the eigenvalue associated with vµ and + the notation 732

for the Moore-Penrose inverse (de Leeuw, 2007). The 733

derivative of the correlation matrix is given as 734

∂C

∂µ
=

1

|S| − 1

(
∂Σ−1

∂µ

(
M −M

)T (
M −M

)
Σ−1

+ Σ−1
∂MT

∂µ

(
M −M

)
Σ−1

+ Σ−1
(
M −M

)T ∂M
∂µ

Σ−1

+ Σ−1
(
M −M

)T (
M −M

) ∂Σ−1

∂µ

)

(A.4)

Herein, M refers to the data matrix with the intensi- 735

ties of the images, M is the matrix with the average 736
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image intensity repeated along its columns, Σ is the737

diagonal matrix with the standard deviations of the738

images intensities as its diagonal elements. All no-739

tations correspond to those found in Huizinga et al.740

(2016) and we have ignored the derivative of the av-741

erage image intensities likewise.742
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